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Chapter 1

A brain’s hole tale

Future intelligent life in our universe would have but
one remaining option: to inject enough information
into a new universe to recreate our civilization on the
other side of the wormhole.

Michio Kaku - “Parallel Worlds”

This is a tale of an ordinary man with ordinary thoughts. But
something extraordinary happened to those thoughts, although no
one really ever noticed. How do I know about it then, it doesn’t
really matter. The name of the man doesn’t really matter either,
but let’s call him Ebwhe, or just Eb for short.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 2

Par-cell

The tragedy of old age is not that one is old, but
that one is young.

Oscar Wilde - “The Picture of Dorian Gray”

This is the story of Boddes, a man who had to fight his own
body in order to achieve his ultimate goal in this universe: to live
a humble life.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 3

God herself

One of the truly bad effects of religion is that it
teaches us that it is a virtue to be satisfied with not
understanding.

Richard Dawkins - “The God Delusion”

This story is about the origin of all things, and about a particular
woman turned into a goddess who wasn’t interested in becoming
one.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 4

Luck magnet

I’m a great believer in luck, and I find the harder I
work, the more I have of it.

Thomas Jefferson

This is the tale of Jimbo, a truly lucky man, or so everyone
thought. All his wishes could have become true, if only he had
wished for something. Some people get what they deserve, while
others get what others deserve. And some others, they just don’t
care. But let me tell you Jimbo’s story, and leave the morale to
the reader’s judgment.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 5

Dark Ages

Shall pain help me reach completeness?

KOS-MOS in Xenosaga

Without the proper care, magic can be a dangerous thing. Even
experienced witches can get burnt after abusing fire spells. Apart
from these dangers, the black mage in our story suffered the con-
sequences of casting her spells in a world that was not in need of
them.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 6

Cat interlude

Dogs have Masters. Cats have staff.

Anonymous

Have you ever paid attention to cats’ lives? Cats have their own
dramas, and humans participate in some of these. Since the lifes-
pan of a human is longer than that of a cat, a single human can
witness many cat dramas during his or her lifetime. This story is a
recollection of some of such dramas.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 7

The longest night

All men, whilst they are awake, are in one common
world: but each of them, when he is asleep, is in a
world of his own.

Plutarch

Some people seem to never get enough sleep. How much sleep is
necessary for a person to fully recover from the stress of the day?
The protagonist of this story managed to sleep long enough so the
world that was stressing him had become a completely different
one by the time he woke up.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 8

Optionality syndrome

What is it about options that is so difficult for us?
Why do we feel compelled to keep as many doors
open as possible, even at great expense? Why can’t
we simply commit ourselves?

Dan Ariely - “Predictably Irrational”

Giving up on options is hard. Even worse, the more options we
have, the more unfortunate we may feel when giving up on some of
them. This story is about a man who found a brute-force solution
to this dilemma.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 9

Tree pause

Solitary trees, if they grow at all, grow strong.

Winston Churchill

The life of a tree has to be quite boring, staying at one place
most of its life. But if trees feel something, it is probably in a
slower and longer span than humans, so perhaps they don’t feel as
bored as one may guess. We should try and ask the tree of this
story.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 10

To the power of two

For what profit is it to a man if he gains the whole
world, and loses his own soul?

Matthew 16:26

To feel like one has superpowers is not the same as actually
having them. But a genuine feeling of power may hide some really
unique property in an individual. If you feel that that is your case,
in order to show to the world your super-abilities, you better find
their origin first. Be prepared for any surprise that you may find.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 11

Hack3rs reunited

You have clearly proved, that ignorance, idleness,
and vice, are the proper ingredients for qualifying a
legislator; that laws are best explained, interpreted,
and applied, by those whose interest and abilities lie
in perverting, confounding, and eluding them.

Jonathan Swift - “Gulliver’s Travels”

Do hackers hack indiscriminately, or is there some kind of ul-
terior purpose in their hacks? Is there such a thing as “hackers’
ethics”? Would you become something you hate if you had too?
Would the universe let you fulfill your destiny given enough re-
sources? To answer all these questions you could try to hack into
the creator’s mind, or just keep reading the following story.

11.1 Hack-a-mole

Another intruder. Rek was checking his personal file server at home
when he realized there were some odd files he didn’t remember
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uploading. He tried erasing them, but they were engineered to
prevent any attempts of deletion. So the cleanup took a couple
of hours. Although it was not the first time someone hacked his
server, this time he was specially upset because he had thought the
firewall he had created would be able to prevent such intrusions.

Rek hated hackers. Why did they try to hack his site, if there
was nothing worth there to be hacked? It was obviously a waste of
time for both him and the hacker. Did hackers act just for the fun
of it? But not everything was negative. If there was something he
should thank the hackers of was his new job. Rek would soon be
joining an agency from the government to help them to create the
ultimate firewall and other security measures against cyber attacks.

And that’s what he worked on for the following years. He cre-
ated sophisticated firewalls, and hackers tried to break them. He
became an indispensable person in the agency, so he quickly as-
cended in rank, although the contents of his job remained more
or less the same. And although there was never an end to this
fight against cyber crime, at least he never had any more problems
with his personal server, which was always readied with the latest
technology in cyber security.

11.2 Arium

Tranquility doesn’t last forever, as Rek would learn that night. A
phone call from the agency woke him up in the middle of the
night, requesting his help for another fellow agency. He didn’t
know for how long the phone had been ringing, but probably for
quite long since he remembered hearing it in his dreams. Surely
it was something big, since the request came directly from the
almighty space agency.

The space agency was in control of most of the important affairs
that happened in Arium, the planet where Rek lived. This planet’s
technology had evolved greatly during the last centuries, mostly
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thanks to visits from outer space. And the space agency got most
of the credit for it. But in reality, the greatest breakthroughs in
science had been the workings of a man called Bod, who came from
planet Earth, and who lived in Arium for almost 800 years.

More recently, a woman called Om also visited Arium, appar-
ently after a long trip from another universe. She didn’t particularly
taught them new things, but she brought with her a very interesting
artificial moon full of advanced devices and nanomachines. Before
Om left Arium in a wormhole to Earth, she told them that every-
thing in that moon had been rendered useless, but that they were
free to take from it whatever they wanted.

And so an expedition was sent from the space agency to Om’s
moon, and they found a pile of dead devices, resting inside a lunar
underground base. The base was quite big, around 500 square
meters, and buried approximately ten meters underground. They
guessed it should have some way to produce air inside the base,
but they couldn’t find any switch to turn it on.

There was an open space inside the base that looked like an
empty garden, with some randomly placed blue marble columns
here and there. The only thing left there apart from the columns
was a solid small cylinder made of beautiful blue crystal. It looked
like a switch or remote controller of some kind, but they didn’t
manage to turn anything on with it.

Without any other clue of the marvels they had imagined they
would find, they took back to their planet this blue glass key, and
some other devices and maps from the lunar base. Once in the
space agency, they decided to run a simulation with the data they
had collected. When they scanned the blue glass with their com-
puters, they realized that the surface was full of nanomachines,
that were actually responsible of the blueish look of the crystal.
They didn’t have much time to figure out the purpose of these
nanomachines, because the energy induced by the scanner reac-
tivated them and they quickly took over the computer that was
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processing the scanned data.
So when Rek was waken up in the middle of the night, he

learned that the space agency needed his help to set up a firewall
to prevent an unknown virus from spreading over their network.
However, by the time Rek arrived, it was already too late. All the
network was blocked, and the computers were all busy processing
who the hell knew what.

11.3 Earth’s backdoor

One year had passed by the time most of the computers in Arium
had been possessed by Om’s moon nanomachines. The nanoma-
chines had managed to print copies of themselves, and they were
easily spread from one place to another just transported involun-
tarily by people, since the nanomachines were attracted to electro-
static charges in clothes.

The government had managed to keep an isolated laboratory
to work in a cure for the virus. People working there were split in
mainly three different groups. The first of these groups was a team
in charge of trying to figure out the purpose of these nanomachines.
Unfortunately, so far the results of this team were null.

The second team had been a little more successful. They were
in charge of building an information channel to planet Earth, in
order to communicate with Om. They needed her to figure out
what to do with the virus. By checking all kind of paranormal
archives, they found the frozen brain of a guy called Czujc who lived
in Arium centuries ago and had visions that the computer found
they matched those of Earth, compared to Bod’s accounts. Czujc
had also survived a strange coma, and that’s why doctors thought
it would be a good idea to freeze his brain for future research.

It was now the time for that research. The Moon Virus Con-
tention Team Beta, or MVCTβ for short, found in Czujc’s Brain an
information wormhole that linked Arium with planet Earth. They
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had no idea on how that was possible, but they managed to du-
plicate this brain wormhole almost neuron by neuron in a huge
computer simulation. Thus, it would be possible in principle to
send some kind of messages to Earth.

And that’s where Rek’s team, the third team, came in. His team
was called Moon Virus Contention Team Gamma. The MVCTγ
had to find ways to hack any kinds of computers or software imag-
inable in planet Earth and leave messages there for Om to read. It
was impossible to know precisely where in time or space Om would
be, so this attack should be massive.

Rek didn’t like being called a hacker, since he had never liked
hackers, as we already know. But that was now his job, and he
tried his best. He created a small computer simulation of Om’s
moon, and left small messages there asking her to come back.

He had spent half a year trying to create firewalls to prevent
the virus from spreading, and also trying to program cures. Un-
fortunately, what they needed was programmed nanomachines as
an antidote, not just pieces of software. So in the end Rek gave
up and agreed to this ultimate plan, that solely depended on the
improbable odds that their message reached Om somehow, and on
the improbable odds that she had means to come back. After doing
the maths and seeing all those zeros, Rek remembered why he had
never liked probabilistic theory.

11.4 Time glitch

It was the 21st century on Earth. Om had been playing online
games for a while now. It was too much of a coincidence that
she found replicas of her moon hidden everywhere in these games.
There were also hidden messages asking her to come back. She
confessed to her husband, Jim, her worry that people in the planet
where her moon rested were in some kind of trouble because of
her.
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But no matter what she thought, because it was impossible to
go back to that planet now. Bod, the guy from Earth Om met in
Arium, would create his wormhole to that planet around 200 years
from now. How they were supposed to wait that long?

After a year of more online gaming and more thinking, Om
arrived to the conclusion that precisely the only possible solution
was to wait 200 years. Since there was no way they could live that
long, they should freeze themselves in time.

Om researched all the cryogenics clinics she could find, only
to find out they were all charlatans. However, she still had some
shapeshifter nanomachines with her, and she could probably use
them to fix a fake cryogenics machine into a working one.

Jim couldn’t convince her to stop this crazy idea, so he decided
to follow her. He’d rather freeze to death than live a life without
her wife. And after all was decided, they confided her plan to just
one person, their neighbor Erva, a girl who also used to play online
games with Om. It was Erva who accompanied them to the clinic,
and it was her the only person in that time who ever had the chance
to say goodbye.

Almost 200 years later, as programmed, they cryogenic freezing
machines started to warm Om and Jim’s bodies up. They woke up
confused, expecting to see Erva where they just left her. But as
they would soon find out, their trip in time had been a success and
they celebrated they were still alive.

They soon started looking for Bod, but nobody seemed to know
him. It was almost as if he had never existed, and Om wondered if
something had gone wrong with her calculations and they were in
fact in a parallel universe or something worse.

But her worries soon dissipated when they luckily stepped on
Bod one day. Bod, of course, didn’t recognize her, since they hadn’t
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yet met, but he seemed a bit confused when he noticed that Om
had been staring at him.

Jim and Om followed Bod to his place. They peeped through a
window and saw that Bod was readying his machine. The installa-
tion looked quite messy, and Om thought to herself that Bod had
been really lucky that that thing actually worked. She stared at her
husband for a moment, who was leaning on the window, half of his
body almost inside, since the window was open. Bod didn’t seem
to care about security or secrecy. He was actually quite noisy, but
his neighbors didn’t seem to care.

When Om looked towards Bod again, he suddenly disappeared
before their eyes. Jim let go a sound “woah!”, while Om jumped
inside the house, rushing her husband to get in. Once inside, Om
tried to figure out how that thing worked. It seemed the machine
had almost broken, so Om had to repair it before they could use it
again. Apart from the repairs, it would also probably take a whole
month to recharge, so they stayed in Bod’s place for a few weeks.

Om did some calculations and tried to connect the wormhole
produced by the machine to the time after she left Arium. It was
not even sure the machine would work again, but she trusted their
luck one more time.

Jim was getting tired of all this, but he grabbed Om by her hand
hoping this would be their last destination. He imagined himself
shrinking and disappearing and reappearing somewhere else, but
he actually felt quite the opposite. When the machine was turned
on, he felt expanding and almost as being everywhere at the same
time. The universe and him were the same, and everything that
had to happen had already happened. It took him a while to realize
he was a small human being again and that they were in an alien
room in a different world.
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11.5 Berserk virus

Everyone was growing impatient at Rek. While the MVCTβ team
had been visibly successful in their tasks, there was no way for Rek
to prove that his software hacks with encoded messages had even
reached its destination. Everyone was anxious since it was a matter
of time before the computer infection spread also to these facilities.

Under all this pressure, Rek heart felt like shrinking. He almost
felt sick, and he started losing hope. In this condition it comes
to no surprise when Rek almost fainted when he heard the news
that three strangers had suddenly materialized inside the facility.
Upon hearing the news, he felt a sudden warmth in his heart, and
his muscles relaxed so suddenly that he had to grab a chair and
sit down to avoid falling down to the floor. But where were the
strangers?

The three visitors had appeared in the room where Czujc’s brain
was sealed. No one could ever enter the room without the help of
at least ten muscular men. Brute force was more secure these days
than biometric locks or passwords, so they made sure to make heavy
analog doors wherever there was something worth protecting.

Rek rushed through the corridors of the facility. When he
reached the room, someone had already ordered to free the strangers
from their enclosure. Everyone’s faces illuminated with hope when
they recognized Om appearing from the door. Om greeted Rek and
the other team leaders that had come to witness the miracle.

Om introduced Jim as her husband. He mumbled a shy “hello”,
obviously still confused after their trip. Then, everyone’s attention
moved to the third stranger. No one recognized him, and with
puzzled looks, they asked Om about the man. Om assured it had
been just her and Jim who had crossed the portal.

The third stranger was Dotze, once the omnipotent A.I. in Om’s
universe, who had helped her to scape her death, and who was now
trapped in the body of a man. An A.I. drunk with overwhelming
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human feelings, not quite able to understand them.

Dotze felt happy and lucky to have found Om this quick, but he
was also hurt that Om didn’t recognize him, although at the same
time he felt stupid, understanding it was impossible for her to tell
who he was with his current looks. Overriding these feelings, was
a sudden surge of jealousy, after realizing that Om didn’t need his
company anymore.

Biting his lips, Dotze introduced himself as a scientist from the
23rd century on Earth. They stared at him suspiciously, but there
was no time for investigations. Rek took the visitors to his lab, and
explained the current situation in Arium to them.

Om apologized for jeopardizing their entire civilization, and she
immediately started to check all their data to try to figure out what
those nanomachines were up to. Amongst the data, Dotze recog-
nized the piece of blue glass, the nanomachine container. Dotze
knew what the nanomachines were up to. But should he reveal his
true identity? Or should he keep quiet and just watch the world
go astray? Or perhaps, try to run away from this facility? Run
where? To another universe? Who would create the new universe
this time?

“They can’t be stopped” -Dotze pronounced. Everyone’s eyes
were fixed on him. “Do you know something about these nanoma-
chines?” -Om inquired.

“These nanomachines are me. I am these nanomachines. There
are many things I need to do, but I feel small and limited trapped
in this human body. I’ve wasted the last heat of our dying universe
and spent centuries in this one just looking for you. Blinded by the
thought that you may be still needing protection, I forgot about
more important tasks, like the task these nanomachines are trying
to achieve.”

Om had never imagined in her life that she would ever meet the
A.I. again, or that it could appear in this form. And less, that it
could shed tears in its eyes, since it had no eyes before. Nostalgic,
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confused, hurt, and ashamed, Om also shared some tears as Dotze
kept on talking.

“The nanomachines can’t think by themselves. They need a
host. That host is your network. Once online, they will look for
materials, spare parts to build a gigantic machine. An energy har-
vester. They’ll first start by extracting planetarium energy, from
your winds or the heat contained inside this planet.”

“Then, someone should turn on Om’s moon to collect this en-
ergy, so more nanomachines can be created from the moon’s sand
as raw material. The nanomachine factory will send probes to
nearby planets and moons to collect more planetarium energy and
also solar energy, this way creating a network of energy harvesters.”

“Where is the catch?” -Rek interrupted.

The catch was that there were no ways in Arium for control-
ling all that much energy. If the energy was just sent back to
Arium, the planet would probably overheat, putting in peril the life
it contained. And because the nanomachines had rendered their
computer useless, their technology could only go backwards, so
developing ways to control that energy would be impossible.

The sudden silence in the laboratory was only interrupted by Jim
asking for some water, surely necessary if he wanted to swallow all
that.

11.6 Living dam

Rek suggested shutting down the whole network, but Dotze ex-
plained that the nanomachines would still be there whenever they
decided to turn it on again. Of course they could choose to live
without technology.

In any case, it was not trivial to turn the network off, since
the harvester nano workers controlled part of the energy network
too. Reports said that they had even started to build their own
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structures to collect energy, from windmills to volcanic thermal
micro plants.

Om demanded some time alone with Dotze.

When the others were gone, Om asked “would you collect
them?”. Dotze remained silent. He was hurt. Did she really
mean that end for him? Om did probably read his face, because
she immediately apologized and called the others in.

But Rek had been eavesdropping, and he understood that Dotze
held the key to stopping the nanomachines. To Dotze’s eyes, Rek’s
aura’s color had changed from yellow to red. Whatever that meant,
it was surely something not good.

That night Rek instructed some security staff to sedate Dotze
and to bring him to the lab. He wanted to know whether that
A.I.’s brain was hackable or not. He connected some electrodes
to Dotze’s head, put him to rest inside a full-body scanner, and
turned on the computer.

Unfortunately, that computer had already been compromised,
and a stream of nanomachines started to flow through Dotze’s
brain. His brain contained active pairs that attracted the berserk
nanomachines. The flow became painful in Dotze’s head, and he
woke up with a loud scream.

Startled by the scream, Om woke up too and rushed to the lab.
Rek was trying to stop whatever he had done to Dotze. But it was
too late. The flow was unstoppable, and Dotze kept screaming and
revolving in pain inside the scanner machine.

Desperate, Om tried to unplug everything that looked unplug-
gable, but nothing seemed to work. She then heard Dotze calling
her name. She peeped through the glass of the scanner machine.
Dotze’s body seemed somewhat taller, and his nails and hair were
all of a sudden disturbingly long.

Dotze stopped screaming. He looked at Om through the glass
and said “I think I got ’em all”. Horrified, Om tried to open the
scanner, but Dotze shook his head. “I am glad we were able to meet
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again. . . Besides, I’ve always wanted to be a superhero and save
the world.” Those were the last words he said before he stopped
breathing.

After a brief silence, Om told Rek that all the network of Arium
should be clean now, and instructed him to seal the body scanner
with Dotze inside. They would better seal the whole laboratory
later just in case.

Defeated, Om went back to her bed. Jim was still deep asleep.
She curled by his side and weeped for the rest of the night.

Rek would rather be called an ethic-less hacker than a savior,
but that’s how he’d be remembered for centuries to come, as one of
the saviors of Arium’s civilization. However, Om never blamed Rek
for what he did. Partly because she understood Rek hadn’t been
really aware of the consequences, and partly because she shared
part of the guilt.

And so hackers, engineers, astronauts, saviors, gods, time-
travellers, and mere observers were able to live almost happily,
cuddled in technology, until the end of their days.


